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• Here, we show it is possible to reduce
latency in VR by waiting for the latest
tracking coordinate…
• ... and we measure discriminability of
different latencies
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• Low end-to-end latency is vital for
convincing VR and for minimal
adverse effects for the user1,2
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• Latency of display is a large part of the overall end-to-end
latency
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• Head mounted display (nVis SX111) is faster than
ordinary LCD monitors
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• Diff_in_latency / latency_of_shorter_latency_stimulus
gave a worse ﬁt to the data (for each ppt and overall)
• Threshold (d’ = 1) was about 7ms (20% Weber fraction)
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Capture input and output:
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• Difference in latency between trials (two latencies, 50%
of trials with each) predicts d’ well

• Latency minimisation (using latest possible tracker
coordinate) reduces latency by about 9ms
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• A previous study measured claimed to
measure discriminability but it
actually measured something else
(criterion for ‘long latency’)3.
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Psychophysical methods:
• In VR, using SX111 (nVis) head mounted display
• Participants waved a rendered wand as they wished
• Task: 2AFC ‘shorter or longer latency’ (50% trial of each type)
• 4 practice trials per run followed by 20 trials
• 80 trials per point
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